
          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

R1 CHANTILLY [R-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE LA REINE BLANCHE LONGINES PRESENTE PAR LES 

ECHOS WEEK-END - 1100m (a5f1/2) - TURF - Newcomers Race - Flat - 

EUR € 50,000  

 
1. MOOREA - Golden Horde debutante to be ridden on debut by Marie Vélon for trainer Louis 
Baudron, who also owns this filly 

2. ELISABET - Tom Marquand rides this Fighting Irish filly who is the daughter of Group II 
Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte winner as a two-year-old. Bred to be precocious and trainer Amy 
Murphy's youngsters are flying 

3. LIKETHEWIND - Lukas Delozier has been engaged to ride this Toronado newcomer trained by 
Jean-Pierre Carvalho. Likely outsider 

4. MISTYSEA - Nicolas Caullery-trained Goken debutante to be ridden by Eddy Hardouin. 
Probably one best to watch for now 

5. APOLLO FOUNTAIN - No Nay Never debutante who is bred to be precocious and whose 
dame won at Group III level. Alexis Puchin rides for trainer Andre Fabre 

6. LA FLUTE - Well-related Wootton Bassett filly whose dam has already produced two-year-old 
Black Type performers. High on the shortlist with Mickaël Barzalona in the irons for trainer 
Francis-Henri Graffard 

7. BUZY - Edouard Monfort-trained Night Of Thunder newcomer who shouldn't be 
underestimated with Stéphane Pasquier booked to ride 

8. POLYVEGA - Well-bred Lope De Vega newcomer whose dam won the Group I Prix Maurice 
de Gheest. Maxime Guyon rides for trainer Carlos Laffon-Parias 

Summary: APOLLO FOUNTAIN (5), as No Nay Never filly out of a Group III-winning mare over 
1600m, is bred to be useful and she should be effective over this trip on debut. Amy Murphy has 
supplemented ELISABET (2) who, given the form of her two-year-old stablemates this term, has 
to be taken seriously on her introduction. LA FLUTE (6) and POLYVEGA (8) aren't 
underestimated either and should acquit themselves well on debut for trainers known to succeed 
with their younger horses. 

SELECTIONS 

APOLLO FOUNTAIN (5) - ELISABET (2) - LA FLUTE (6) - POLYVEGA (8) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C2 - PRIX DU BOIS LONGINES - FONDS EUROPEEN DE L'ELEVAGE - 

1200m (a6f) - TURF - Gr3 Race - Flat - EUR € 80,000  

 
1. ARABIE - Promising colt trained in England. Built on the encouragement of his debut 2nd at 
Thirsk over 1000m by winning over 1200m at York on 25 May - keep safe 

2. CIARAN - Confirmed the promise of his debut 3rd over 1000m at this venue last month by 
improving to open his account over 1200m at Saint-Cloud on 25 May. Not taken lightly 

3. FLY HALF - Looked an exciting prospect when winning on debut over 1000m at this venue on 
7 May and the form of that race has been franked. Candidate for success 

4. DAYLIGHT - Belied her obvious inexperience to make a winning debut over track and trip on 2 
May. Would've made considerable improvement given the benefit of that experience 

5. RARIFIED - Caught the eye when 2nd on debut over 1000m at this venue in April and lost little 
in defeat when finishing 2nd again over 1200m at Saint-Cloud on 25 May. Attractive outsider 

6. LOVE TALK - British-based filly who made a winning debut at Redcar over 1200m on 28 May. 
Could be anything with improvement on the cards 

7. LARCHILL LASS - Runner-up in both starts over 1000m at Beverley before improving to open 
her account at Carlisle on 30 May (1000m). More needed 

8. SECRET WOOD - Debut winner over 1200m at Bordeaux on 16 May. Open to any amount of 
improvement but considerably up in class 

Summary: DAYLIGHT (4) left a good impression when overcoming her inexperience to make a 
winning introduction over track and trip on 2 May and, with improvement expected given the 
benefit of that experience, it could pay to follow her progress. FLY HALF (3) was equally 
impressive on his victorious debut and is also likely to have progressed with that outing under his 
belt, so can also be considered a serious candidate for success. Improving last-start winners 
ARABIA (1) and CIARAN (2) shouldn't be underestimated either with further progress o the cards. 

SELECTIONS 

DAYLIGHT (4) - FLY HALF (3) - ARABIE (1) - CIARAN (2) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C3 - QATAR DERBY DES PUR-SANG ARABES DE 4 ANS - 2000m 

(a1m1/4) - TURF - Claiming - Flat - EUR € 150,000  

 
1. JAOUHAR GRINE - Inconsistent colt but has references over 200m, albeit on PSF - 2nd and 
3rd in two starts over this distance. Steps up significantly in class 

2. AFJAN EX MAHBOOP - Capable colt with sound references /form credentials, which includes 
a 2000m Group I victory at Saint-Cloud last year. Finished 3rd on his reappearance over 1900m 
at La Teste on 25 April 

3. AL ZWAIR - Unplaced in both starts on French soil, the latest (11th) over 2000m at Saint-
Cloud on 29 September. Outsider 

4. LUWSAIL - Unbeaten in 2 starts this year and won a Group I event over this distance in 2023. 
Latest of his back-to-back successes at Toulouse on 21 April was over 2000m 

5. AL ZEER - Finished 2nd behind MOLFIT (6) in a valuable 1850m event at Doha on 17 
February. Could get into the picture 

6. MOLFIT - Progressive colt and winner of a valuable 1850m event at Doha on 17 February. No 
taken lightly, even at this level 

7. KANTI DE BOZOULS - Capable colt with sound references /form credentials, including two 
victories on French soil (both at Toulouse) - the latest over 1600m on 23 October. Attractive 
outsider 

8. NASSER AL SHAHANIA - Runner-up in both starts this year - over 2100m at Toulouse on his 
reappearance (4 March) and at La Teste on 25 April over 1900m. Dark horse 

9. EXTRA TIME - Impressive colt with proven form references/credentials, including a 2nd at 
Group I level over 2000m last year. Keep safe 

10. MURAAD - Talented, unexposed colt whose only defeat (finished 2nd) in three starts could 
be attributed to the heavy ground at Toulouse in March. Won his latest outing over 1900m at La 
Teste on 25 April 

11. ARE'EJ - Improving last-start winner over 2100m in her first start on turf at Tarbes last month 
(11 May). Has more to do 

Summary: A quality renewal of this Group I Qatar Derby for four-year-old Arabians and a case 
can be made for several colts. MURAAD (10), winner of the benchmark race - and in excellent 
style too - is probably the one to side with. However, both LUWSAIL (4) and EXTRA TIME (9), 
after a much-needed comeback outing, have proven they possess the means to pose a threat. 
AFJAN EX MAHBOOP (2) appeals most of the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

MURAAD (10) - LUWSAIL (4) - EXTRA TIME (9) - AFJAN EX MAHBOOP (2) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C4 - PRIX DU LYS LONGINES - 2400m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Gr3 Race - Flat - 

EUR € 80,000  

 
1. SAGANTI - Consistent colt with sound references/form credentials, including a last-start 3rd in 
a 2000m Listed race at Chantilly on 2 May. Could have more to offer over this extended trip 

2. DARING PRINCE - Smart colt with 3 wins from 5 starts, including a last-start success over 
2200m at Lyon-Parilly on 18 May. Considerably up in class but has earning potential 

3. TRAFALGAR SQUARE - Proven at this level, having placed twice in Group III races already - 
finished 2nd in a Group II at ParisLongchamp over 2200m on 23 May. Will be a factor 

4. GLOBAL HEALTH - Has built on the promise of his debut 4th last year with back-to-back 
Strasbourg victories, the latest over 2350m on 29 May. Steps up in class but is dangerous to 
discount 

5. KIND OF KISS - Caught the eye when 2nd on debut and confirmed that promise by winning 
over 2000m at Fontainebleau on 30 April. Should have more to offer, especially over this 
extended distance 

6. POLANZOR - Consistent colt with sound form references/credentials, albeit in provincial 
conditions races. Didn't go unnoticed when 3rd over track and trip last time (11 May) but has a lot 
more on his plate in this grade/company 

7. DELIUS - Confirmed the promise of his debut success at ParisLongchamp by beating Prix de 
Diane entry Paraiba over track and trip on 11 May. Exciting prospect whose progress it should 
pay to follow 

8. COETZEE - Finished an encouraging 4th over 2200m on debut and made the expected 
improvement to win his next/last start at Saint-Cloud over 2400m on 14 May. Not taken lightly 
with further progress on the cards 

9. INTERNAUTE - Improving last-start winner who appreciated the step up in distance to open 
his account over 2400m at Saint-Cloud on 19 April. Open to further progress but will need to do 
so to make his presence felt in this grade/company 

10. WALDORA - Made a winning introduction on French soil in a conditions race over 3000m at 
Dieppe on 13 May. Has a lot more on her plate in this grade/company 

Summary: DELIUS (7) confirmed the promise of his 2100m winning debut at ParisLongchamp in 
April with an impressive course-and-distance victory last month and, given the manner of that 
success, seems destined for a career in pattern races. He is open to further progress and is good 
value to preserve his unbeaten record. He will, however, need to eke out some improvement to 
thwart the likely challenge of TRAFALGAR SQUARE (3)who has the form and experience to fight 
for victory. KIND OF KISS (5) and GLOBAL HEALTH (4) complete the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

DELIUS (7) - TRAFALGAR SQUARE (3) - KIND OF KISS (5) - GLOBAL HEALTH (4) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C5 - PRIX DE DIANE LONGINES - 2100m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Gr1 Race - Flat 

- EUR € 1,000,000  

 
1. CANDALA - Confirmed the promise she showed last year with a winning reappearance in the 
Group III Prix de la Grotte over 1600m at ParisLongchamp on 14 April. Open to further progress, 
so has to be respected 

2. PARAIBA - Debut winner over 1900m on PSF last year and finished an encouraging 2nd in a 
Class 2 event over 2400m at this venue on 11 May. Significantly up in class but we're unlikely to 
have seen the best of her 

3. SURVIE - Undefeated as a two-year-old but showed her limitations in the Group III Prix 
Vanteaux. Finished 3rd in the Group II Saint-Alary over 2000m at ParisLongchamp on 12 May - 
has only a place chance here 

4. SPARKLING PLENTY - Caught the eye in the Group I Poule d'Essai when running on late in 
the piece to finish 6th and built on that form/effort to win the Group II Prix de Sandringham over 
1600m at this venue on 2 June. Respect 

5. DANCE SEQUENCE - Undefeated in 2 starts (over 1400m) as a two-year-old but fluffed her 
lines (9th) in the Group I English 1000 Guineas. Set the record straight with a reassuring 2nd in 
the Group I Oaks at Epsom on 31 May 

6. ROCK'N SWING - Didn't go unnoticed when finishing 7th of 15th in the 1600m Group I Poule 
d'Essai at ParisLongchamp on 12 May. Drawn wide in stall No 13 and is an unknown quantity 
beyond a mile - could be anything 

7. L'EQUILIBRISTE - Held on the form of a Listed race at Toulouse by BIRTHE (8) but deserves 
a shot at the 'big time' after a Listed race success in the 1800m Prix Finlande at ParisLonchamp 
on 23 May. For lovers of outsiders 

8. BIRTHE - Won a Listed race at Toulouse before her latest success in the Group II Prix Saint-
Alary over 2000m at ParisLongchamp on 12 May. Gets this trip well so is an attractive outsider 

9. DARE TO DREAM - Didn't go unnoticed when finishing 4th in the Group II Prix Saint-Alary 
over 2000m at ParisLongchamp on 12 May but is held on that form by the winner BIRTHE (8) and 
SURVIE (3), who finished 3rd that day 

10. TAMFANA - Finished 3rd in the 1400m Prix Imprudence on very heavy ground at Deauville 
and was a fast-finishing 4th in the Group I 1000 Guineas at Newmarket (over 1600m) on 5 May. 
Unknown quantity this distance 

11. GALA REAL - Progressive filly on a steep upward trajectory - confirmed as much with a last-
start Listed race success at the expense of AVENTURE (13) over on 5 May. A winning chance in 
her bid to complete the hat-trick 

12. BUBBLE GUM - Impressive winner of her seasonal reappearance on very heavy ground at 
Saint-Cloud and confirmed that form/improvement by following up in an 1800m Class 2 at 
ParisLongchamp on 25 April. Lurker 

13. AVENTURE - Confirmed the form/promise of her comeback 2nd in a Listed race won by 
GALA REAL (11) by winning the Group II Prix de Royaumont over 2400m at this venue on 2 
June. One of the leading lights 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

14. HALFDAY - Last-start winner of the Group III Prix Cléopâtre over 2100m at Saint-Cloud on 
19 April, finished ahead of War Chimes who was subsequently 3rd in the Epsom Oaks. Not taken 
lightly 

Summary: AVENTURE (13) built on the promise of her reappearance, when 2nd in a Listed race 
won by GALA REAL (11), with an authoritative last-start success in the Group III Prix de 
Royaumont and, given the impressive nature of that victory, is good value to turn the tables on 
the latter in this prestigious Group I event. SPARKLING PLENTY (4) caught the eye in the Group 
I Poule d'Essai des Pouliches and proved that performance was no flash in the pan with a 
subsequent Group II victory. She, too, is a candidate for success. TAMFANA (10), a fast-finishing 
4th in the Group I English 1000  Guineas, and DANCE SEQUENCE (5), who was 2nd in the 
Group I Epsom Oaks, also have the means to play leading roles. 

SELECTIONS 

AVENTURE (13) - GALA REAL (11) - SPARKLING PLENTY (4) - TAMFANA (10) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C6 - PRIX PAWNEESE LONGINES - FONDS EUROPEEN DE L'ELEVAGE - 

2400m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Listed Race - Flat - EUR € 52,000  

 
1. OTTERY - Unplaced last time, won before that over 2100m in a Listed race on April 7th at 
Parislongchamp. In the mix 

2. NONNA VANDA - Won last time at Milan (ITA) in a Listed race over 2200m on May 18th. More 
required in this grade 

3. IZNIK - Won a Listed race last time on May 9th over 2000m at Le Lion D’Angers. Can make 
the frame 

4. SNUGGLES - 5th last time in a Class 1 handicap over 2400m at this track on June 2nd. Needs 
a few to falter 

5. DSCHINGIS STAR - 3rd last time in a Listed race on May 5th over 2800m at Parislongchamp. 
Others seem more likely 

6. TYGRESS - 4th last time over 2000m in a Group 3 race at Parislongchamp on April 28th. Has 
outside place chance 

7. YOROKOBI - 5th last time in a Group 2 race at Saint-Cloud on May 22nd over 2100m. Can not 
be ignored 

8. SHAKTI - Nice 3rd in a Group 3 race last time and a win before that in a Class 2 race at this 
track on March 30th over 2400m. Improving and can play a lead role 

9. JORDANELLA - 2nd in a Listed race last time over 2000m on May 9th 0.5L behind IZNIK (3). 
Can be on the premises 

10. QUISISANA - 5th last time in a Group 3 race, and 3rd before that in a Listed race on April 7th 
over 2100m. Has work to do 

11. NOIR - Two unplaced runs this year, the latter in a Listed race on May 9th over 2000m. Hard 
to recommend 

Summary: OTTERY (1) looks like the best option in this Listed race. She scored at 
Parislongchamp two runs ago in April and was then not beaten far in a Group 3 race at the same 
track last time. SHAKTI (8) is lightly raced and has plenty more to come. She will likely be the 
main threat to the selection. QUISISANA (10) was one place ahead of OTTERY (1) when they 
met in a Group 3 last time and can not be overlooked. IZNIK (3) makes up the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

OTTERY (1) - SHAKTI (8) - QUISISANA (10) - IZNIK (3) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C7 - GRAND HANDICAP DE LAMORLAYE LONGINES - 1800m (a1m1/8) - 

TURF - Class 1 Handicap - Flat - EUR € 75,000  

 
1. RUSSIPANT FAL - 4th last time in a Listed race at Parislongchamp on May 23rd over 1600m. 
Can make the frame 

2. ROCK BLANC - Two unplaced runs of late, won before that in a Class 1 race at Chantilly on 
the PSF on December 22nd. Will be back to fitness and can have a say 

3. BUKHARA - Two unplaced runs recently, 4th before that over 1800m in a Class 1 race at 
Chantilly on March 8th. Needs a few to falter 

4. VENTS CONTRAIRES - Unplaced last time, won before that over 1600m in a Class 2 
handicap at Chantilly on May 2nd. In the mix 

5. AUTUMN PRIDE - Won last time over 1600m in a Class 2 race at Toulouse on May 28th. 
Might find a few of these too smart 

6. BROUILLARD - Unplaced last time, won before that at Chantilly on April 4th in a Class 3 race 
over 1800m. Has work to do 

7. ATAKAMA - 3rd last time over 1800m in a Listed race at Dortmund(DEU) on May 9th. More is 
required in a competitive handicap 

8. SECRETIVE - Decent 4th in a Listed race at Le Lion D'Angers over 2000m on May 9th when 
last seen. Can make an impact 

9. TIGRR - Won last time in a Class 3 race over 1600m on May 30th. Has outside place claims 

10. EVERILLO - Nice 3rd last time over 2000m in a Class 1 handicap on May 5th. Will be sharper 
for that effort and can score 

11. BEVAN - Won last time over 2000m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 3 race on May 25th. One to 
pay attention too 

12. CALAS - 2nd last time at Saint-Cloud over 1600m in a Class 2 handicap on June 4th. In the 
mix 

13. SHANNKIYR - Unplaced on the last four runs, the latter over 2000m in a Class 2 handicap on 
June 9th. Others make more appeal 

14. NEPALAIS - Has dropped in the weights, fair 5th in a Class 2 handicap over 2000m last time 
and ought to be in the shake-up 

15. AIGUIERE D'ARGENT - Won last time over 1600m in a Class 3 handicap at Compiegne on 
May 24th. Can place at nice odds 

Summary: EVERILLO (10) won three times last year and improved throughout the season. He 
shaped well on both of his runs this year and was a pleasing third in a competitive Class 1 
handicap last time. He can score from SECRETIVE (8) who was fourth in a Listed race last time 
on May 9th at Le Lion D' Angers. VENTS CONTRAIRES (4) won two runs ago and is a logical 
each-way angle. ROCK BLANC (2) has scored on the PSF at this track twice recently but he if 
effective on turf as well. 

SELECTIONS 
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EVERILLO (10) - SECRETIVE (8) - VENTS CONTRAIRES (4) - ROCK BLANC (2) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C8 - PRIX BERTRAND DU BREUIL LONGINES - 1600m (a1m) - TURF - Gr3 

Race - Flat - EUR € 80,000  

 
1. FORT PAYNE - 6th last time, won before that over 1400m in a Group 3 race at Meydan (UAE) 
on March 3rd. In the mix 

2. MARHABA YA SANAFI - 6th last time, 2nd before that in a Group 2 race at Saint-Cloud on 
May 1st over 1600m. Won the Poule D’Essai Des Poulains (Gr.1) last year. Warrants plenty of 
respect 

3. BULLACE - 3rd last time, won before that in a Class 2 handicap at Parislongchamp on April 
14th over 1600m. Others rate higher 

4. FAST RAAJ - 4th last time, won before that over 1600m at this track on the PSF in a Class 1 
race on March 8th. Can feature 

5. ANDROMEDE - Won last time at Chantilly over 1800m in a Class 2 race on May 17th by 2.5L. 
Can be involved 

6. LEFT SEA - Unplaced on both runs this year, the latter in a Group 2 race at Saint-Cloud over 
2100m on May 20th. May prefer a longer distance and a lower-class race 

Summary: MARHABA YA SANAFI (2) can get back in the winner's enclosure after a good 
second last time at Saint-Cloud on May 1st in a Group 2 race. He won the Poule D'Essai Des 
Poulains (Gr.1) last year and meets nothing of similar class in this. FAST RAAJ (4) is likely to give 
the selection the most to do. ANDROMEDE (5) won a Class 2 race at this track last time and 
seems to be improving with experience. 

SELECTIONS 

MARHABA YA SANAFI (2) - FAST RAAJ (4) - ANDROMEDE (5) - BULLACE (3) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C9 - PRIX DE LA BIBLIOTHEQUE DU THEATRE LONGINES - 2000m 

(a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 3 Handicap - Flat - EUR € 30,000  

 
1. PANGAEA - Unplaced last time, won before that over 2100m in a Class 3 handicap on May 
5th at Parislongchamp. Looks safely held 

2. BO LYWOOD - Two unplaced runs of late, won before that at this track on July 16th over 
2100m in a handicap. Might need this run for fitness 

3. RECOLETTY - 4th last time at Deauville in a Class 3 race over 1900m on January 25th. Has 
an absence to overcome 

4. ABSOLUTE POWER - Won last time over 1800m at Dieppe on May 29th. Looks progressive 
and has a leading chance 

5. PRINCE OF DAWN - Two unplaced runs this year, the latter over 2000m in a Class 3 handicap 
on May 12th. Has place claims 

6. ODEMAR - Two unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that over 2000m at Fontainebleau on March 
25th. Others preferred 

7. WAITARA - Unplaced last time, won before that over 2200m in a Class 4 race at Dieppe on 
May 13th. Needs to have more reliability 

8. CHIAREGGIO - Four unplaced runs this year, the latter over 2200m at Dieppe in a Class 3 
race on May 29th. Well treated on best form 

9. KHAMEPHIS GAME - 4th last time at Lyon La Soie over 2400m in a handicap on November 
30th. Might improve after a layoff 

10. EPOUSTOUFLANTE - Three unplaced runs of late, the latter over 1800m in a Class 3 race at 
Compiegne on May 24th. Hard to fancy 

11. SEE THE LIGHT - Nice 2nd two runs ago on the PSF on April 6th in a Class 4 race. Can 
make the frame 

12. KAWARETH - 3rd on the last two runs, won before that over 1800m at Fontainebleau on April 
2nd in a maiden race. Can have a say 

13. ZAHYANA - 4th last time at Dieppe in a Class 3 race on May 29th over 2200m. Among the 
leading place chances 

14. MISS WHITE SOCKS - Won last time in a Class 3 handicap over 2100m on May 5th. Lightly 
raced and is one to consider 

15. SIMANCAS - 2nd last time over 1800m at Evreux on May 22nd in a Class 4 race. Has work 
to do to get involved 

16. ANGEL CHARLY - Unplaced last time, won before that over 2000m at Pau on March 24th in 
a Class 4 race. Needs more in a stronger race 

17. PRESOMPTION - Three unplaced runs since a 2nd placed effort over 1500m at Chantilly on 
February 9th on the PSF. Others preferred 

18. ALVALDI - Won two runs ago at Morlaix over 1800m in a Class 4 race on March 24th. Might 
find this a bit too much 
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Summary: ABSOLUTE POWER (4) won nicely last time at Dieppe in late May and looks to be 
much happier racing on the flat than over hurdles. He can edge this from KAWARETH (12) who is 
racing off a nice weight and can be competitive. PRINCE OF DAWN (5) is one to look at each 
way and is better than recent form figures suggest. SEE THE LIGHT (11) is also one to consider 
and makes up the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

ABSOLUTE POWER (4) - KAWARETH (12) - PRINCE OF DAWN (5) - SEE THE LIGHT (11) 



          SUNDAY, 16/06/24 

 

C10 - PX REINE MARIE-AMELIE-LONGINES FEGENTRI 

W.CHAMPIONSHIP FOR LADY RIDERS - 1800m (a1m1/8) - TURF - Class 3 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 23,000  

 
1. INATTENDU - Unplaced last time, 3rd before that over 1800m in a Class 4 race on May 29th. 
Can make presence felt 

2. SAANEN - Unplaced last time, won before that over 2000m at Fontainebleau on April 13th. 
Place chance 

3. THE CHOSEN ONE - Has five unplaced runs of late, 4th before that in a Class 3 handicap on 
February 12th. One to consider 

4. SHAWBAK - 4th last time over 2100m in a Class 3 handicap on May 26th. Capable of being 
involved 

5. CALCUTTA CUP - Two unplaced runs of late, won before that over 1800m in a Class 4 race at 
Compiegne on March 10th. Looks vulnerable 

6. L'ENFANT TERRIBLE - Two recent unplaced runs, won before that over 2500m in a Class 4 
handicap on April 20th. Unreliable 

7. MADRAS - Has five unplaced runs since a win over 1700m on the PSF on October 2nd last 
year. Makes limited sense 

8. LUCI DEL FARO - 5th last time at Chantilly in a Class 3 handicap over 1900m on May 11th. 
Can make the frame 

9. GO LOVE - Three unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over 1900m in a Class 4 handicap at 
Deauville on April 9th. Out of form and best watched 

10. STORMY AIR - Three unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that over 1800m in a Class 4 race at 
Chantilly on March 1st. Looks vulnerable 

11. BOWLAND PARK - Won two runs ago in a Class 4 race on April 13th at Fontainebleau. Not 
the most reliable 

12. COGOLIN - 3rd two runs ago over 2000m at Strasbourg in a Class 4 race on May 8th. Has 
work to do 

13. NEOWISE - 4th three runs ago over 1800m in a Class 4 race on March 22nd. Has yet to win 
and will have to wait 

14. SAMAGACE DU VIVIEN - 2nd on the last two runs, the latter over 1800m at Compiegne in a 
Class 3 handicap on June 7th. Player 

15. DOWNEVA - 5th last time in a Class 4 handicap over 1600m on May 9th at Parislongchamp. 
Opposable 

16. TATOO - Credible 4th last time in a Class 4 race on May 16th. Among the leading chances 

17. ZELZALITA - Two unplaced runs of late, 3rd before that over 1800m at Evreux on April 24th 
in a Class 4 handicap. Makes limited appeal 

18. PORTREATH - Three unplaced runs this year, the latter over 2000m on April 13th at 
Fontainebleau. Hard to recommend 
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Summary: SAMAGACE DU VIVIEN (14) has been knocking at the door on the last two runs 
when second. He can go one better this time. TATOO (16) ran a nice race when fourth in mid-
May at Parislongchamp when last seen and could be the danger. LUCI DEL FARO (8) ran a 
credible race last time when fifth at Chantilly in May and can be on the premises. SHAWBAK (4) 
heads the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

SAMAGACE DU VIVIEN (14) - TATOO (16) - LUCI DEL FARO (8) - SHAWBAK (4) 

 


